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XIX INTERNATIONAL
VIOLA CONGRESS
JUNE 12-16, 1991
Ithaca College
Ithaca, New York

Performances, master classes, and lectures by
Toby Appel, Alan de Veritch, Karen Elaine, John Graham, Jeffrey Irvine, John Kella,
Jerzy Kosmala, Jesse Levine, Patricia McCarty, Donald McInnes, Cynthia Phelps,
Lynne Ramsey, Karen Ritscher, Veronica Salas, William Schoen, Thomas Tatton,
Emanuel Vardi, Katrina Wreede, and the Primrose Scholarship Competition winner.

Appearances by
Heidi Castleman, David Dalton, Watson Forbes, Jacques Francais, Lillian Fuchs,
Rene Morel, Maurice Riley, David Rogers, and John White.

Featured special guests
master instrument maker Carl Becker and
composer Richard Lane.

And a special appearance by
the United States Air Force Orchestra,
Capt. Kevin D. Smith, conductor.

Additional events include
premiere performances, play-alongs, commercial
displays of music, books, and recordings, and the
makers' exhibition of instruments and bows.
The William Primrose International Scholarship
Competition will take place on June 11, 1991.

Illustration by Emanuel Vardi



Patricia McCarty Assistant pnnclpal violist of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Winner of the First
Silver Medal and Radio Prize in the Geneva Imernational
Competition. Has performed throughout the United
Stares and Europe in recirals and toured with Music
from Marlboro and BosIOn Symphony Chamber Players.
Recordlllgs on Nonesuch and Northeastern. Faculty
member at the Boston Conservatory of MusIC.

Jerzy Kosmala ConcertIzed throughout Europe,
Canada, Soviet Union, and United States. Has been
pnncipal violist with several major orchestras in Europe
and United States. Recordings on Orion, Vox/MGM.
Former member of Krakow and Eastman String Quar
tets. Faculty member at LSU, Nanonal Music Camp in
Interlochen, and artist in residence, Rome Festival,
Italy.

Jeffrey Irvine Professor of viola at Oberlin Con
servatory of Music and violist of the Oberlin String
Quartet. Member of the Aspen Music Festival faculty.
Solo and chamber music recitals throughout the United
States. Former co-principal Violist with the New Pitts
burgh Chamber Orchestra, Pinsburgh Ballet Orchestra
and Opera Orchestra.

Toby Appel Has appeared in recital and concerto
performances throughout North and South America.
Has participated in the Santa Fe, Marlboro, and Mostly
Mozart Festivals and has been a member of TASHI,
Lenox, and Audubon String Quartets. Recordings on
Columbia, Delos, Desto, Opus I, and Musical Hentage.
Faculty member of the ]uiJllard School of Music.

Jesse Levine Professor of VIOla and chamber
musIC at the Yale School of Music. Former principal
violist of Buffalo, Dallas, and Baltimore symphony
orchestras. Music director of the Norwalk Symphony
Orchestra and the Chappaqua Orchestra and conductor
of the Feld Ballet. Has appeared in recital, chamber
mUSIC, and as soloist Wlth orchestras in North and South
Amenca and Europe.

John KeUa Lecturer and writer in perfornung arts
medicine. Program coordinator, musIC rehabilitanon
program, the Miller Health-Care Institute for the Per
forming Arts, St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center,
New York. Member of the Metropolitan Opera and
American Ballet Theatre Orchestras. Professor of violin
and viola, Manhattan School of Music, Preparatory
Division.

John Graham A well-known advocate of the solo
viola repertoire. Recorded Music for the Viola: A Twen
rieth-Cen tury An thology for CRI. Has participated in
the Marlboro, Chamber Music West, Santa Fe, and
Aspen Music Festivals and performed with the ]uiJliard,
Tokyo, American, Galimir, and Guarneri Quartets.
Faculty member at the Eastman School of Music.

An Invitation
from the
AVS President

This congress, the first in the United
States for the decade of the nineties,
promises to be the most exciting yet.

It is indeed an honor for me to serve as
president of the American Viola Society
and in that capacity extend to you an
invitation to join us for the nineteenth
International Viola Congress at
Ithaca College.

I don't know about you, but I can't think
ofany place I would rather be June 12-16.
Looking forward to seeing you there!

Alan de Veritch

We look forward to many memorable
performances, master classes, and lectures
presented by current greats, future greats,
and legendary greats of the viola world
and to the opportunity to visit numerous
exhibits, discuss ideas and suggestions for
creating state and local chapters of the
American Viola Society, and to enjoy the
comradery ofhundreds ofviolists sharing
experiences and anecdotes on one of
America's loveliest college campuses.



William Schoen Former assistant principal vio
list of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra for 24 years.
Was principal violisl of Philadelphia Orchesrra. Soloist
with Chicago and Philadelphia Symphony Orchestras.
Performed and recorded as a member of lhe Guilel,
Claremont, Berkshire, and Chicago Arrs QuarrelS.

Karen Ritscher Founder ofViolaFesl, a series
of concerts fearuring the viola in unusual cornposilions
for solo, chamber music, and viola ensemble. Member
of SI. Luke's Chamber Orchestra, Orpheus Chamber
Orchestra, Barge Music, and New York Philomusica.
Professor of viola at the Mannes College of Music, lhe
Manhattan School of Music, and SUNY Purchase.

History of the
Ithaca College
School of Music

Housing

Ithaca College was founded in 1892 as a conserva
tory of music. As the conservatory evolved into
a college with expanded academic offerings, the
programs in music retained their prominence.
Today the School ofMusic, with a superb faculty,
innovative programs, varied options, and
outstanding facilities, is acknowledged as one of
the best in the nation. The four-story Walter Ford
Hall houses a 7S0-seat concert hall, a ISO-seat
recital hall, 94 practice rooms, recording
facilities, and three electronic music studios.

Conference participants may select on-campus
housing from either the College's garden
apartment complex or a limited number of deluxe
residence hall rooms. Deluxe residence hall
rooms are air-conditioned, and have a private
bathroom with shower. Stoves and refrigerators
are available in common kitchen areas only> and
are not intended for regular meal preparation.
Garden apartments are similarly furnished but are
not air-conditioned and include a full kitchenette.
Participants must supply their own utensils.
If you prefer to stay off campus, we will send
you, upon request, a list ofarea accommodations.

Donald McInnes Has appeared with the New
York Philharmonic, Boston Symphony, Orchesue !\a
tional de France, Pittsburgh Symphony, CBC Radio
Orchestra, and others. Participates in Banff, Marlboro,
GSlaad, Music Academy of the WeSt festivals. Gives con
cens and master clas'ses worldwide. Recordings on Colum
bia, RCA, Deutsche Grammaphon, Angel (EMI). Profes
sor of ,'iola at UniversilY of SOUlhern California.

Cynthia Phelps Winner of the Lionel Tertis
International Viola Competition, Washington, D.C.,
International Suing Competition, and Pro Musicis
Foundation Award. Guest artisl with Lincoln Center
Chamber Music Society, the BaSIOn Symphony Cham
ber Music Society, and Barge l\lusic in New York City.
Principal violisl of the 1I1illl1esota Orchestra.

Emanuel Vardi Received Recilalist of the Year
award following Town Hall debut in 1942. Soloist with
NBC Symphony, BBC, and London Symphony Orches
lras. Juror in the Internalional Terns Competition in
1988. Recordings on MGM, Kapp, Dorian, Chandos,
Musical Heritage Society, Vox, Columbia, and RCA.
Professor of viola at the 1I1anhaItan School of ,..1usic and
Temple University.

Katrina Wreede Violist with the internationally
acclaimed Turrle Island SIring Quarrel which performs,
arranges, improvises, and composes jazz and "American
vernacular" music. Teaches the viola section of the
California Youth Symphony. On the staff al Santa Clara
Universiry.

Further Information

Questions regarding the registration process
or accommodations may be addressed to
the continuing education office; phone (607)
274-3143, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Conference
related inquiries should be directed to Professor
Mary Arlin in the School of Music; phone (607)
274-3350.



Dining
The prepaid meal plan provides three cafeteria-style meals a day, beginning with lunch Wednesday through
a special farewell buffet brunch on Sunday. Meals may also be purchased on a cash basis in the dining hall,
snack bar, and the on-campus Tower Club restaurant. The opening banquet and farewell brunch may also
be purchased separately by including their cost with the other fees when registering.

i\irline and Bus Service
Ithaca is served by Greyhound Bus Lines as well as by several airlines at the Tompkins County Airport.
Hancock International Airport in Syracuse is about 60 miles north of Ithaca.

Special Airline Discounts
USAir has been designated as the official airline for the congress, and special discounts are available through
Viva Tours USA. To receive this discount, please call Viva Tours USA, (800) 645-1084, Monday through
Friday. Identify yourself as an attendee of the International Viola Congress.

XIX INTERNATIONAL VIOLA CONGRESS
REGISTRATION FORM
June 12-16, 1991

REGISTRANT INFORMATION

Please photocopy this form for additional registrations.

Name

Address

MasterCardNISA Authorization

Total amount due: $ _

City

Day telephone (

Name and institutional affiliation to appear on badge:

PAYMENT

Full payment must accompany this registration form.
Make checks payable to Ithaca College. Remit in U.S.
funds only. Payment may also be made by MasterCard/
VISA by using the authorization form below.

Return this form with full payment before May 18, 1991
to:

State

Evening telephone: (

Check one:

Card number

Zip

D MasterCard D VISA

International Viola Congress
Division of Continuing Education and
Summer Sessions
Ithaca College
953 Danby Road
Ithaca, NY 14850

Expiration date

Please print name as it appears on card

Cardholder's signature

CONTINUED ON THE BACK



MEMBERSHIP
Are you amember of: D American Viola Society D Canadian Viola Society

D International Viola Society

If YES, include membership verification.

If NO, additional $25 required. $--------

REGISTRATION Before May 18 After May 18

$-----
$------

$-----
$------

$120

$ 65

$110

$ 55

Full conference fees:

D Participant

D Student

Daily fees:

Check individual date(s) you plan to attend:

D June 12 D June 13 D June 14 D June 15 D June 16

D Participant $ 35/day $ 40/day

D Student/spouse $ 25/day $ 30/day

HOUSING
Registration and payment must be received by May 31 to assure housing on campus.

D I plan to stay on campus and I request the following housing:

D Garden Apartment, double occupancy, $18 per person per night
(two night minimum) $ _

I wish to room with _
(Ifno roommate is named, one will be assigned.)

D Garden Apartment, single occupancy, $21 per night (two night minimum) $

D Deluxe room and bath, double occupancy, $36 per person per night
(two night minimum) $ _

I wish to room with _
(Ifno roommate is named, one will be assigned.)

D Deluxe room and bath, single occupancy, $42 per night $ _

Arrival date Time _

Departure date Time _

D I plan to arrive on June 10 to participate in the Primrose Competition.

D I plan to stay offcampus.

The Sheraton Inn of Ithaca, approximately 15 minutes from campus, has set aside a
block of rooms at the reduced rate of $61/double and $69/single for conference partici
pants. The hotel will provide a free daily shuttle to and from the College, and to and
from the Ithaca Airport for their guests. Those staying at the Sheraton must make
their own arrangements by calling for reservations before May 11, 1991. Be sure to
tell the reservationist that you are an International Viola Congress participant to take
advantage of the low rate. Contact the Sheraton Inn, One Sheraton Drive, Ithaca,
NY 14850; telephone (607) 257-2000.

MEALS

D $81 for entire conference period; lunch Wednesday through Sunday's farewell brunch.

Price includes opening banquet. $ _

D $21 for opening banquet on June 12. $ _

D $10forSundaybrunchonJune 16. $ _

Meals may also be purchased on a per-meal basis.

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE FOR REGISTRATION AND ACCOMMODATIONS $ _



THE CHANGING VIBRATO

by

Kirstan Harris

It is generally agreed that the origins of vibrato lie in the attempt to imitate the
human voice. For this reason, Werner Hauck, violinist and professor at the Musical
Academy in Kassel, West Germany, suggests that the idea of vibrato on stringed
instruments came as early as the ninth and tenth centuries. l At this time, "all methods of
ornamentation of modern singing technique were certainly in use: the apoggiatura, grace
notes of all types, the mordant, the portamento (plica), ... vibrating (tremolo)."2 So when
the first stringed instruments appeared in Western Europe during the ninth century, these
terms were in general use and were naturally copied on these instruments.

As a first reference to vibrato on a stringed instrument, Hauck quotes the Musica
instrumentalis deudsch, an instructional book on instrumental playing by Martin Agricola
of Schwiebus published in 1545 (the fifth edition). The reference is to "Polish violins"
which may have either come from Poland or been played especially well by Polish artists:

For that which is soft, dampeth the sound
And which is hard, maketh clearer the song.
Who, while their stopping fingers teeter,
Produce a melody much sweeter
Than 'tis on other fiddles done.s

Apparently the vibrato existed on stringed instruments even before the birth of the violin.
From the sixteenth century, we also receive instruction from Ganassi: "At times a
trembling of the bow arm, and [of] the fingers of the hand that holds the neck [of the viol]
to make the mood conform to sad and afflicted music."4

Thomas Mace (1613-1709) in Musick's Monument, gives the following instructions
for vibrato on the lute:

Strike your Note, and so soon as it is struck, hold your Finger (but not too
hard) stopt upon the Place (letting your Thumb loose) and wave your
Hand (Exactly) downwards, and upwards, several Times from the Nut, to
the Bridge; by which Motion, your Finger will draw, or stretch the String
a little upwards, and downwards, so, as to make the Sound seem to Swell
with pritty unexpected Humour, and gives much Contentment, upon
Cases.

He later adds that "It is another very Neat, and Pritty Grace; (But not Modish in these
Days)."

Thus not only was the vibrato in use at this time, it was also subject to fashion. 5

Minimis Marin Mersenne (1588-1648) quotes playing the lute with the ornaments
of the violin.

As to the verre casse [vibrato], I am adding it here, although it is not used
so much now as it was in the past, inasmuch as it has a very great charm
when it is made quite properly. And one of the reasons that"the moderns
have rejected it is because the older ones used ft almost all the time. But
since it is as vicious to use it not at all as to perform it too much, it must
be used in moderation. Its notation is ,. the preceding comma followed by
a dot.

7
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And to perform it well, the finger of the left hand ought to be
placed at the point indicated; and although the string will be played with
the right hand, the left hand must swing with great violence, while raising
it towards the head of the lute, and bringing it down towards the bridge
without lifting the tip of the finger off the string in any fashion. But the
thumb of the left hand must not touch the neck of the lute, when this
ornament is performed, so that the action of the left hand may be freer in
it.6

These unknown "older ones" apparently used something similar to the continuous vibrato
most common today. Vibrato in the seventeenth century was not an integral part of the
technique as it is today but was used as an occasional ornament.7

In addition, the old lute and viol players used another type of vibrato that
resembles the "Goat's trill" used in the high positions. Marsenne also describes this type
of vibrato in his Harmonie Universelle of 1621:

The strings must be softened by some quavering which ought to be done
by the finger which is the closest to that which holds fast to the stop of
the violin, so that the string may be nursed.8

Rousseau also commented on this type of "close shake": "it is used on all notes long enough
to permit it, and it must last as long as the note."g The "true" vibrato obviously originated
in the trill and the trilling vibrato. The eighteenth century refers to vibrato as "tremolo,"
"tremulant" and "tremoleto."IO

Hauck credits John Playford (1623-1686) and Christopher Simpson (1610?-1669)
with first using the term "close shake" to refer to vibrato:

Close-shake is when we shake the Finger as close and near the sounding
Note as possible may be, touching the String with the Shaking Finger so
softly and nicely that it make no variation of Tone. This may be used
where no other Grace is concerned.II

German violinists in the late seventeenth century referred to vibrato with the sign
"m." Merck uses this sign in his treatise of 1695, instructing the player to strongly press
the left hand finger on the string as the hand moves.12 At this time the vibrato was still
used as a particularly prescribed ornament: "The complete revelation of vibrato as a
vehicle for tonal beauty and technical aid came at a much later period of musical
history.,,13

The eighteenth century offers more useful documentaries on the use of vibrato.
In 1740, Geminiani wrote the first important treatise on vibrato specifically for the violin.
He calls vibrato the "close shake" that ·adds the expressive qualities to the music.

This cannot possibly be described by Notes as in former Examples. To
perform it, you must press the Finger strongly upon the String of the
Instrument, and move the Wrist in Degrees, drawing the Bow nearer to the
Bridge, and ending it very strong, it may express Majesty, Dignity, &c.
But making it shorter, lower and softer, it may denote Affliction, Fear,
&c. and when it is made on short Notes, it only contributes to make their
Sound more agreeable and for this Reason it should be made use of as
often as possible.14

In other publications, Geminiani refers to the vibrato as "tremolo."

9



10 The passage quoted above is from the 1751 edition; several lines were omitted in
later editions of this work. Roger Hickman addresses the use of vibrato in his article, "The
Censored Publications of The Art of Playing on the Violin, or Geminiani Unshaken ...
and when it is made on short Notes, it only contributes to make their Sound more
agreeable and for this Reason it should be made use of as often as possible."lS Hickman
credits Robert Bremner as the likely source of these alterations; a student of Geminiani,
he differed from his mentor on several points. Bremner promotes using vibrato as an
ornament but condemns its constant use: "This grace has a resemblance to that wavering
sound given by two of the unisons of an organ, a little out of tune; or to the voice of one
who is paralytic; a song from whom would be one continued tremolo from beginning to
end.,,16 Although he admits that vibrato can add variety to a melody, he finds it
especially harmful when used in harmony: "...the tremolo [vibrato]...will not only confuse
the harmony to the hearers who are near the band, but also enfeeble it to those at a
distance; for to these last, the performance of him who is applying tremolo is loS1.,,17 For
Bremner, truth and beauty lie in the "plain sound":

Would gentlemen lay aside the graces of the finger, for some time, even
when playing alone, and attend to the plain sound, it will soon gain their
affection; being of so bewitching a nature, that the more it is practiced,
the more it will be admired. The bow hand too will thereby improve
exceedingly. Those who feed upon the graces of the finger, seldom pay
attention to the bow; in the judicious management of which, all power,
taste and expression, chiefly consist.18

In fact, Geminiani is the only authority from the second half of the eighteenth
century who prescribes continuous vibrato. 19 Thus Boyden states, "[Vibrato] was
generally restricted to certain contexts as an ornament. It was also primarily the property
of advanced players and soloists. It is unlikely that orchestral players used it at all.,,2o In
the eighteenth century, the two extreme views which continue today were represented by
Geminiani and Bremner which continue today.

The speeds described by Geminiani that evoke the different emotions are more
specifically described by Tartini and Leopold Mozart. Tartini, in his Tratto delle
Appogiature of 1750, calls vibrato "tremolo," and equates it with the similar effect in the
voice. Tartini probably did connect his violin playing with that of the voice, for he was
known for his cantilena style--full of warmth and expression.21 Since Tartini was also
an acoustician, he was concerned with specific principles:

The sound of a string is caused by an undulation which depends on the
continuation of these vibrations. An imitation of this effect is produced
artificially on the violin and cello by shaking a finger by wrist motions
(strength or force of wrist) without lifting the finger from the string.22

This action refers to an after-pressure of the finger that emphasizes the pulse of
the meter. Tartini provides some exercises which demonstrate this approach:
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He says, "This should always be equal and performed so exactly in time that the strength
[i.e., finger pressure] of the vibrato occurs on the second of the two slurred notes marked
with a 2 and the weak [lessened finger pressure] on the first marked with a 1.,,23

Interestingly, Tartini did not allow for the combination of vibrato with "messa di
voce":

This ornament is entirely excluded from the messa di voce in which one
ought to imitate perfectly not only the human voice but the very nature
itself of perfect intonation to a mathematical point, that is to say, that the
intonation of the note in the messa di voce ought not to be altered at all
as it would be in the vibrato or undulation of the voice, in which the
intonation [pitch] is never at a fixed point but is slightly higher or lower
[than notated pitch], although imperceptibly.24

Tartini also describes a special kind of ornament that is a mixture of half trill and
half vibrato:

Finally there is a species of trill which can be performed to best advantage
of the players [of the violin]: the note above ... is joined to the note
below in such a way that the two fingers of the player never entirely leave
the string. Consequently, one does not perform this trill by raising the
trilling finger but by moving all the hand by a pulsation and, together
with the hand, [moving] the trilling finger in a species of swiftly
undulating movements with the force of the pulsation.25

Leopold Mozart, in his Versuch einer grundlichen Violinschule of 1756, explains
his version of the origin of vibrato:

The Tremolo is an ornament which stems from nature.... For this, nature
itself is the teacher. If we strike a slack string or a bell, we hear a certain
wavelike vibration (ondeggiamonto) after the tone had been struck....
This natural shaking is imitated on bowed instruments by pressing the
finger down firmly on the string and by making a small motion with the
hand. This motion should not be a sideways motion but should go forward
and backward, from bridge to scroll and back.... Just as the remaining
resonance of a struck string or bell does not produce one clean tone, but
vibrates, a little higher, then a little lower, the forward and backward
motion of the hand should imitate these intermediary tones. Since the
tremolo is not one clean tone, but an undulation, it would be a mistake to
play every note with a tremolo. There are such players who constantly
shake to every note as if they had the palsy. One should employ the
tremolo only in such places, where nature itself would produce it: namely
if the stopped note would be a struck open string.... Every final note as
well as every long sustained note can be ornamented with the
"Tremolo.,,26

Then Mozart distinguishes between three speeds of vibrato: slow, accelerating, and fast.

uuuu
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The different sized lines represent exact durations. The larger lines represent eighth notes;
the smaller notes represent sixteenth notes. This indicates that the vibrato came from the
tril1. 27 Martin suggests a few exercises to be played with tremolo that are very similar
to those of Tartini.

Mozart comments on the subject of combining nuance, long notes, and vibrato:

13
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(1) The rapid, for intensifying passionate expression and adding
vehemence to accentuated notes, (2) The slow, for imparting tenderness
to sustained and pathetic melody~ (3) and (4) The gradational, employed
in the crescendo and diminuendo.32

In this first division in particular, as also in the following, the finger of
the left hand should make a small slow movement which must not be
sideways but forward and backward. That is, the finger must move
forward towards the bridge and backward again towards the scroll: in soft
tones quite slowly, but in loud rather faster. 28

Because vibrato was becoming more free, Spohr's method for vibrato must have
been thought unusual at the time the treatise was written in 1831. Although he allows for
more freedom of oscillations compared to Mozart, he still places his discussion of vibrato
under the title of "Written Embellishments." The following example shows how he related
vibrato to dynamics:33

He adds that the accelerating vibrato can be a great advantage before beginning a
cadenza.29

Spohr (1784-1859) describes vibrato ("quivering") as a "trembling movement of the
hand along a line between the nut and the bridge" which should raise or lower the note
only slightly.3o It should be used sparingly and only in appropriate passages, mainly in
passages of tender or impassioned character or to accent sforzandos. It "gives force and
expression" to long, sustained notes and is useful for emphasizing crescendos and
diminuendos (slow to fast and vice versa).31

In addition, Spohr also describes four treatments of vibrato:

The next treatise to be considered is Baillot's L'art du Violon of 1834. On the
execution of the vibrato he writes:

Place one finger on the string while keeping the three others raised and
swing the entire left hand with more or less moderate speed in a way in
which this wavering or trembling of the hand imparts itself easiest to the
finger. This undulation of the finger animates the expression which at
times can be tender or pathetic. However, the swinging movement of the
finger changes the pitch momentarily.34
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On the subject of when to use the vibrato he says:

Not to offend the ear, we should begin and end with a firm, pure tone..
. . The vibrato, used with discretion, imparts to the tone of the instrument
(something of) the voice 'in emotion. Such a means of expression is, in
fact, very effective; but it may be used to excess.... One should not make
a habit of the vibrato and should use it only when expression demands
it.35

Baillot's conception of vibrato is more modern in its expressive and pedagogical
qualities. He also mentions bow vibrato in his three methods of vibrato:

1. By pressing the bow upon the strings and, by degrees, repeating this
pressure more or less quickly, more or less frequently .

2. By allowing the left hand to waver or trenlble gently, so that this
movement is transmitted to the finger on the string.

3. By employing both methods simultaneously.36

Baillot's work is an accumulation of practices in use up to his day and "mirrors the true
approach of the eighteenth century, its common views, its emphasis on the colorful and
emotional." These practices can be regarded as a "revelation of past violinistic and
interpretive practices which are frequently ignored or misinterpreted in our days.,,37

William Primrose provides some more contemporary views on the vibrato:

The application of one's tonal resources is what makes or mars the artist.
There are string players who have a very rapid and continuous vibrato,
always the same. Some listeners like this, but I become bored. It is like
having pie and ice-cream for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Then again,
there are artists whose vibrato will alter considerably according to the
passage they are playing. Ysaye, for instance, used to play whole passages
with what he called "ton blanc," with no apparent vibrato. He used this
sound in certain types of passages, while in other passages there was a
very flowing vibrato. These were devices to express what Ysaye conceived
was the soul of the music.38

In his own playing Primrose alters his vibrato from one composer or style to another:
"When I play Brahms, for example, something inside tells me to use a type of vibrato and
to produce a sound that fits my concept of his music.
. . . It is an inner thing.,,39

Primrose finds one of the "great enchantments" in string playing to be the
difference in vibrato among great players such as Ysaye, Kreisler, Elman, Milstein, and
Oistrakh. Milstein's approach "appears to have several notes in a row without vibrato in
order to stress with vibrato the important note following.... But even notes that are
partly without vibrato have life in them.,,4o Primrose taught that the hand should always
be in motion, even in fast passages: "It does come out in the fast playing. I realize that this
is a very subtle thing, and I can't explain it exactly.... However, the sound of the mobile
hand can be detected, and much to my satisfaction.,,41

"From pur historical sources we can well assume that the vibrato in use in days
gone by was nowhere near its present standard. It was much slower in rate, with an extent
much wider than is now found to be desirable.,,42 When did the change take place?
Joachim hardly ever used vibrato.43 Leopold Auer strongly warned against its abuse:



In any case, remember that only the most sparing use of the vibrato is
desirable; the too generous employment of the device defeats the purpose
for which you use it.... As a rule I forbid my students using the vibrato
at all on notes which are not sustained, and I earnestly advise them not to
abuse it even in the case of sustained notes which succeed each other in
a phrase.44

Most sources will say that Kreisler was the first to use the continuous vibrato.
Others claim it was already widely used but Kreisler expanded it by using it in all passage
work. Hauck cites the year 1910 as the year of the emancipation of vibrato.45 This is the
year in which Siegfried Eberhardt's Violin Vibrat046 was published, the first didactic
work exclusively about the vibrato, and a new attitude toward vibrato as a means of
artistic expression. The revolutionary quality of this work lies in its consideration of the
physiological and psychological exposition of violin playing which had not before been
addressed.47 He discusses tone, beauty of tone and sonority, never disputing that tone
is individual. The ideas Hauck emphasizes as most important are these: "(1) He asserts that
vibrato acts as the main function of the entire technical equipment of a violinist, [and the]
great importance of vibrato is to give the tone individuality, (2) he considers change of
pitch, expressed as the number of vibrations per second, and also the balance of the entire
technical apparatus necessary for this, and (3) he postulates theJfreely swinging vibrato
function as a complementary freeing of the bow stroke, thus referring to the parallelism
of the processes of movement on the right as on the left.,,48

Will Crutchfield suggested an interesting catalyst that changed vibrato:
gramophone. He reminds us how poorly the violin performed with the narrow frequency
range of early recordings. The violinists':

highest notes were uncomfortably close to the top of the machine's
effective range, and so a great deal of the overtone structure that gives it
sound its color was lost altogether. Notes an octave or more above the open
E string have a hard time making it over the surface noise of the very
earliest recordings--especially with the gut strings then in use....49

Since a great deal of the violin repertoire goes into a high range, many of these passages
disappear on early recordings.

An increase in vibrato, however, gives a broader base for the overtone
constellation, since more than one fundamental note is being sounded. The
players who begin to use more prominent vibrato ... also have more sheer
sonic presence.50

This essay does not attempt to cover all the historical changes that have occurred
in the vibrato technique. We can perceive, however, that the vibrato has developed from
an ornament used in only special places into an integral part of string playing--and, in
fact, a very individual expression of each performer's personality.

Kirstan Harris is a graduate student at Brigham Young University in violin performance
and pedagogy. She has studied with Percy Kalt and is presently a student of Nell
Gotkovsky.
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JAZZ IMPROVISATION ON THE
VIOLA

by

Katrina Wreede

Most violists know the feeling of having
played an instrument that doesn't quite suit
them and then finding their true voice in the
viola. I made the switch from violin to viola
in high school, but it took another ten years,
studies with several prominent teachers,
including Louis Kievman, a degree in music
performance, several professional principal
chairs, and much soul searching before I
found what really excites me in music: jazz
and improvisation.

The well developed regimen of classical
technique studies is a great help in learning
to "speak" the jazz language. We string
players have an easier time with the
technical aspects of jazz performing than
many musicians. Unfortunately, our
training also leads the attitude that there is
a "right" way to produce a sound, or draw
the bow, or playa phrase; this is the major
stumbling block to musical exploration for
classical players. We miss the exhilaration of
experimentation and self-expression limited
only by the performer's imagination.
Personal taste and background, the player's
mood, note choices, rhythms, technical
strengths or weaknesses, and even pitch
become tools of expression confined neither
by a composer's directions nor by stylistic
constraints. Improvisation, especially in
jazz, enables the player to be a composer in
a very immediate, personal way, rather than
an interpreter of someone else's ideas.

The Turtle Island String Quartet (TISQ>
exemplifies the fusing of classical techniques
and jazz traditions, composed parts and
improvisation together with the
backgrounds, personalities and influences of
each member. The group builds on the
individuality of each player's voice. In fact,
many "charts" are identified by person, not
by instrument, and frequently players trade
sections because a passage suits a different
player. All members arrange and compose

for the group, and members are free to re
compose their own parts in each other's
music. This requires cooperation and
respect, as well as a sense of adventure
and a willingness to "get into each other's
heads."

The intricate balance of personal
expression, precise ensemble work, and
joy in playing music that speaks our
contemporary language has resulted in
publicity and popular support for TISQ in
the chamber music world as well as in
conventional avenues of recognition, such
as People Magazine and Newsweek, The
Today Show, Entertainment Tonight, PBS:
The Lonesome Pine Special, and several
successful European tours for PBS, and a
Carnegie Hall appearance scheduled for
October, 1991.

Judging by the classical and jazz
communities' enthusiastic response to
TISQ, the public is eager to hear string
musicians enter the realms of
improvisation and contemporary,
accessible music- - not the million-and-one
schmaltzy strings elevator music--but
performances showing love for,
understanding of, and facility with today's
music. TISQ's workshops with young
string players indicate the players'
growing desire to express themselves by
playing the everyday music they hear
around the,m. And they want to
improvise! Many experiment with rock
and-roll at home, but are afraid to take it
to their lessons because it's not "string"
music. With string programs evaporating
allover the country, teachers must become
conversant with American vernacular
music that is alive for the students, as well
as teach more traditional European
repertoire.

Unfortunately there aren't yet many
specific reference materials for learning
jazz and improvisation. However, there
are many excellent books, etudes,
transcriptions, etc., in treble clef; and it's
a good idea to learn as much aurally, away
from the page, as possible. Here are a few
you may want to try:

.............
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Dayid Baker: Jazz Improvisation (and other
books)

Jerry Coker: Patterns for Jazz (and other
books)

Charlie Parker: Omni Book (like learning a
difficult concerto, try playing with original
versions when you get up to tempo)

Matt Glasser, David Balakrishnan: Jazz
rvith Grappelli

Darol Anger: Parts and scores to many
recorded TISQ works and transcribed solos
for study and performance (Available
through Fiddlistics Music, P.O. Box 19297,
Oakland, CA 94619)

Jamey Aebersold: Large catalog of books,
tapes, play-a-long records, discography,
workshops, teaching aids, everything you
need, (P.O. Box 1244, New Albany, IN
47150)

How To Do It

There are many fun and easy "games," in
addition to more serious studies, to start
improving the ear and developing
confidence in having something beautiful
and important all your own to say. Here are
a few suggestions:

(1) Play along with the radio or a favorite
tape. Starting with whole notes, make up
easy melodies that fit what you hear. It may
be more comfortable to find
scale tones rather than to copy the melody at
first--the violist's inner-voice syndrome.

(2) Play along with a tuning box. Play
slowly and listen for tension and release
with each chord. Create a mood. This is
very good for intonation practice, too.

(3) With a metronome, practice scales,
starting on each degree of the scale. Add
interesting rhythms and patterns. When you
hear an idea you like, allow it to suggest
new directions. You may even feel the
music leading you.

(4) With a metronome, trade short phrases
with a friend, teacher, student. Converse
by copying or enhancing each idea. This
is excellent for improving a student's
technique away from the page.

(S) Listen to different music with a
receptive ear. Give extra attention to the
feeling of the rhythm in groove-oriented
music like jazz, pop, folk, and ethnic
styles.

(6) Play with the Aebersold Records vol.
1 (A New Approach), vol. 2 (Nothin' But
Blues), vol. 3 (II-V-I Progression), vol. 21
(Gettin' It Together) and vol. 24 (Major
and Minor).

(7) Start transcribing solos by great
musicians. I have found that Lester
Young, Sonny Rollins, Coleman Hawkins,
and Clifford Brown have sounds that
easily transfer to the viola timbre. First
sing along until it's memorized; then play
along. Writing it down can help the
learning process, too. If you have a CD
player with A-B capacity, you can listen
to and practice short phrases very easily.

(8) If you find a play-a-Iong record with
the same tune, start trying to solo
yourself, using some "licks" or ideas from
your transcribed solo. Or you can just
play along with the original version.

(9) The next step, which is worth every
twinge of insecurity, is to find other
improvisers. Many gifted and exciting
musicians thrive outside the halls of
classical music, and they are thrilled to
help and encourage players with a will to
learn, and "chops" from all those years of
practicing scales and concerti. Look for
new music and Baroque groups, Salsa and
other ethnic bands, swing bands and
experimental free-jazz ensembles. Ask to
sit in. Play "background" by ear at a
strolling violin gig--just for fun.

However you begin to explore your own
improvising voice on viola, allow time to
develop trust in your musical instincts for
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20
each new situation. Jazz and improvisation
are new languages, and you'll have the
feeling of starting from scratch. Don't get
frustrated. TIle reward will be new
confidence in your abilities and added
dimensions in musical expression. Besides
that, it's really fun! Go for it!

"In jazz, you play what you can play. In
classical music, you play what you can't
play." (Stephane Grappelli)

"You're never more than a half-step away
from a right note." (Attributed to Charlie
Parker)

Katrina Wreede studied with Louis Kievman
and is a member of the Turtle Island String
Quartet which performs "American
vernacular" music. She also coaches the viola
section of the California Youth Symphony,
and is on the staff at Santa Clara University.
She will appear at the Ithaca Congress.
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THE CADENZAS TO DAVID BAKER'S CONCERT PIECE FOR VIOLA

by

Karen Elaine

The Concert Piece for Viola was conceived during telephone conversations
between Jazz composer David Baker and myself in 1989. We had been introduced after
my performances in Joao Pessoa, Paraiba, Brazil as the winner of the 1988 Bruno
Giuranna International Viola Competition. The first place award included a recording of
the final round's composition, the Bartok Viola Concerto, accompanied by conductor
Eleazar de Carvalho and the Paraiba Symphony Orchestra. The recording company Delos
International encouraged me to contact David Baker for a possible recording project in
the future. Josef Gingold (one of the jurors at the Brazil competition) had already told
his fellow professor David Baker at Indiana University about the Brazil performance and
suggested that it was time for him to write a solo composition for the viola.

About David Baker

Born in 1931, Baker studied classical and jazz trombone at Indiana University.
In 1961 he received the "Downbeat New Star Award" as one of the country's most
outstanding trombone players. After a near fatal car accident, Baker returned to school
at I.U. for cello studies with Janos Starker, and also studied composition with Gunther
Schuller and Thomas Beversdorf. Professor Baker is currently the chairman of the
Department of Jazz Studies at Indiana University where he has held that position since
1966. In the late 1960s he considered writing a solo viola work for his friend and
colleague William Primrose, but the idea never came to fruition. By 1989, Baker had
composed numerous pieces for other string instruments, many of which, for example,
have been commissioned and recorded by Ruggiero Ricci (Quintet, For Solo Violin and
String Quartet and Sonata for Violin and Piano); Josef Gingold (Concerto for Solo Violin
and Jazz Band, recorded by violinist Stan Getzoff); Janos Starker (Sonata for Cello and
Piano, Duo for Two Celli, and Weaver 0/ Dreams for cello and Percussion, soon to be
arranged for viola and performed by my own duo, SuI Legno, with Deborah Schwartz,
Marimba and percussion; Gary Karr (Concerto for Bassviol and Jazz Band 1972, Witness;
and Six Original Compositions in Spiritual Style for Bassviol arid Baritone singer).

Baker's compositions have been performed by the New York Philharmonic, the
Columbus, Detroit, Houston, Indianapolis, Louisville, and Oakland Symphonies, and the
Minnesota Orchestra. His catalog of compositions includes Big Band charts, solo
saxophone with orchestra, double piano concerti, voice and orchestra, strings accompanied
and unaccompanied, and other combinations totaling over two thousand works. Levels, a
concerto for Solo Bass, Jazz Band, Flute Quartet, Horn Quartet, and String Quartet,
received a nomination for the 1973 Pulitzer Prize.

Professor Baker has received numerous citations and awards for his musical works
and has written articles on jazz, jazz improvisation, and contemporary Black music. I first
became acquainted with David's work in 1982 as a senior in high school and bass player
in the school jazz band. The music director suggested that I familiarize myself with scale
patterns to "walk the bass" through different keys, and so he handed me a large paperback
book by David Baker. Baker's most recent award, the Governor's Arts Award, was
presented to him by Indiana State Governor Evan Bayh in February, 1991 for his
"distinguished contribution in arts education."
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22 The two cadenzas for Concert Piece for Viola can be used as effective encore
pieces or inclusion on an unaccompanied solo recital.

The Second Movement Cadenza

David Baker gave me liberty to choose the accompanying instrumentation and
form of the piece with solo viola. I requested a large work that could be performed either
with piano or orchestra, in three separate movements. For the slow movement I requested
a similar form to the second movement of Hindemith's Der Schwanendreher: an arch form
starting with a harp/viola duo of two themes in a calm tempo, yet tense in harmonic
dissonance, a fast section developing rhythmic ideas, and a recapitulation of the two
themes in their simplest form.

Near the end of the second movement in Baker's Concert Piece, melody 1 is played
in unison with the violins:
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Melody 2 is played by the solo viola:
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and accompanied by a murmuring arpeggiated figure.

The introduction to the second movement is an unaccompanied statement of the
two melodies by the solo viola. The accompanying elements are executed in double-stops
and broken chords, following the same rhythmic scheme of the melodies as they appear
at letters M and N. At letters A and B melody 1 is stated, a melancholy theme made up
of two pentatonic scales based on G Minor and Bb Major. The melodic bridge, measures
9-10 and 19, are developed in the middle section of the second movement with a jazzy,
syncopated, bebop-style riff in the accompaniment of the piano (or muted brass). From
letter C to the first beat of measure 28 is the antecedent phrase of melody 2, an uplifting
spiritual tune derived from pentatonic scales based on Eb Major and Bb Major. The
consequent phrase of melody 2 (measures 28-34) is the vehicle by which Baker approaches
the middle section of the second movement as well as concludes the movement. In the last
four measures of the solo cadenza, Baker superimposes the two melodies upon each other
with tension reaching a peak in the last measure, with a sustained major-seventh chord.
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26 The Third Movement Cadenza

The third movement cadenza collects the melodic ideas that appear earlier in the
piece: measures 1-7 state melody 1 of the first movement:

measures 32-34, melody 2 of the first movement:

measures 40 and 41 offer a sample of the third movement melody 1.



In measures 46-48, the viola imitates the woodwind section from movement three in a
"Super-Sax" riff.

Closing the cadenza (measures 63-69), the viola paraphrases the "Rock-N-Roll" section
of movement two: .

FASt' J= Ib2»
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Next is a passage in thirds (measure 46) that MUST be reached from above (NO
sliding allowed between the C# on beat one and the F#-A double-stop after beat three).
I would like to quote Baker in noting that "to play jazz does not mean to play sloppily or
with bad intonation," and that in finding fingerings for various passages, I took special
care not to use excessive glissandi or to approximate rhythmic values.

t:)

I sought Louis Kievman's opinion on the execution of certain passages in the
Concert Piece for Viola, and the following are examples of his suggestions that add clarity
to the virtuosic passages and an interesting contrast in bowing: Use of the 4th finger in
fast passages (measures 4, 43-48, and 53-55) avoids shifting under slurs and extends the
reach (measures 10 and 32, third beat). Mr. Baker indicated in measures 18-23 a gradual
accelerando, starting off dolce, arriving at forte in measure 24. No bowings marked, I
first played through with separate bowings. Mr. Kievman suggested adding a little more
calm to the beginning of the accelerando by continuing the slurred bowing from before
(measures 8-17), then, in measure 20, coming off the string. Two spots in this cadenza
lend for practice in "notefinding" (an exercise technique especially useful for large shifts
taken from Kievman's Practicing the Viola, Mentally-Physically, Part One, #VI). The
first is in measure 17 on the fourth beat. (In measure 16, I would suggest swinging the
16th notes, then on beat four of measure 17, a slight glissando would be appropriate.)
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THE VIOLA

AT
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY

CLYN BARRUS is a graduate of the Curtis Institute, the Vienna Academy,
and the University ofMichigan where he earned his doctorate in viola. He was
principal of the Vienna Symphony and for thirteen years occupied that same
position in the Minnesota Orchestra. He has been heard frequently as a soloist
and recording artist, and is now director of orchestras at BYU.

DAYID DALTON studied at the Vienna Academy, the Munich Hochschule,
and took degrees at the Eastman School and Indiana University where he
earned his doctorate in viola under William Primrose. He collaborated with
his teacher in producing the Primrose memoirs Walk on the North Side and
Playing the Viola. He served as president of the American Viola Society.

The Primrose International Viola Archive, the largest repository of materials related to the viola, is housed in the BYU Library. BYU graduates find themselves
in professional orchestras and as teachers at institutes of higher learning. B.M., B.A., and M.M. degrees in performance-pedagogy are offered viola students.

BYU is one of the best buys in college education.
-Edward B. Fiske
The New York Times

For information, write: Walter Birkedahl
Department of Music, C-550 HFAC
Brigham Young University
Provo, UT 84602 TEL 801.378.3294

THOMASTIK

DOMINANT
THE NEW STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

HEN great artists like Pinchas Zukerman, Itzhak Perlman and
· the Fine Arts Quartet choose their strings, they choose the

best. That's why they use 'Dominant' strings for violin, viola,
and cello. They have a rich powerful tone, unll1atched response and they
stay in tune unlike old-fashioned gut strings. They last far longer and are
the closest thing to a perfect string ever made.

-----------------:;#?------------------
Now available in Full, 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 and 1/16 sizes.

Sold in Better Music Stores

For further information or the name of your nearest
dealer contact the exclusive U. S. Importer

JOHN M. CONNOLLY & CO., INC.
P.O. BOX 93 • NORTHPORT, NEW YORK 11768



Analysis of Scale Patterns

I asked David what scales lent the Concert Piece its jazz flavor, and the following
is the basis of the third movement.

In parentheses, ( ), are the "Bartok" scales:

Bracketed, [ ], are the diminished scales:

1/2 step whole step 1/2 step whole step

The perpetual motion patterns that pivot off of an open string are almost always
based on the diminished scale, as in measure 63 to the end of the cadenza:
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32
Musical Ideas

The lush melodies and harmonies throughout the Concert Piece for Viola led me
to believe that they were inspired by Gershwin, Mahler, Strauss ... but David assured me
that all of the melodies are his original ideas. And how could I be mistaken? During
eleven months of phone conversations, I asked David to play for me any musical
fragments that came to him. Lida, his lovely wife, exclaimed that the metamorphosis of
th.e piece as David composed it from the piano and the cello was a fascinating experience.
In the last three months before the premier, I attended many rehearsals of the San Diego
State University Jazz Band so as to better acquaint myself with the dense chordal structure
characteristic of jazz compositions.

Lynn Schwartzberg, music critic of the Bloomington, Indiana Herald Times, said
of the piece:

The first movement began with ... the brass section playing in a very rich, muted
tone. Elaine introduced the lyrical and romantic melody ... as the sound rose and
fell like waves crashing against the shore. The second movement was filled with
many more lush melodies. Elaine seemed to be playing as if the composition
flowed from within her. The orchestra provided melodic and rhythmic balance.
In the final movement ... the v-iola soared above [in an] almost free-form with
creative use of percussion throughout.

The generous rehearsal time given the piece by Indiana University faculty
conductor Robert Porco allowed for fine adjustments to be made in the accompaniment
and solo part (such as a passage in movement three, originally written for the full brass
section, and later replaced by pizzicato strings, no longer obliterating the solo viola line;
adding mute to the solo viola in the second movement which creates a beautiful color for
the trio passage with harp and clarinet). We gave an effective premier performance of
this piece on 25 February 91, as Ms. Schwartzberg exclaimed, "the Concert Piece for Viola
can already claim several hundred fans!"

(Concert Piece for Viola is available from MMB Publishers in St. Louis, MO
(314)427-6550. Please ask for Marsha Goldberg when placing an order for parts of the
Viola/Piano edition or rental of the orchestral score.)

KAREN ELAINE is a graduate of the Curtis Institute of Music where she studied with
Karen Tuttle and Michael Tree. She became a member of the New American Chamber
Orchestra, and the Renaissance City Chamber Players in Detroit. Elaine was first-place
winner of the Guiranna International Viola Competition in Brazil, after which she was
appointed adjunct professor of viola at San Diego State University and continued her
studies with Louis Kievman. She has recorded for Laurel Records and Harmonium Mundi
and will appear at the Ithaca Viola Congress.

Karen Elaine

David Baker



FORUM

Research throughout the years on the
viola repertoire has led me to the discovery
that numerous composers have turned late
in their life towards the viola, some even
devoting their last work to the instrument.

Without intending to draw up an
exhaustive inventory of late works
composed for the viola from the baroque
to the present period, I cite a few
characteristic examples of known or less
known works.

Three important composers dedicated
their last composition to the viola: Bartok,
Shostakovich, and Bloch. All three
composers had already written effectively
for the viola in chanlber music. (Bloch had
already attributed to the instrument an
important place in his works.) Their choice
of the viola does seem deliberate since they
had already written for the violin and the
cello. In other words, their approach
cannot be interpreted as the simple desire
to write for any string instrument.

Bartok's and Bloch's manuscripts were
left unfinished. The Bartok Concerto was
completed by Tibor Serly. As for the
Bloch Suite for Solo Viola, there do not
appear to be any satisfactory results in the
attempts made to write an end for this
piece.*

Assuredly, these three compositions have
in common the richness and depth of style
founded on the marvelous possibilities of
our instrument. In the last movement of
his Sonata, Shostakovich, through his
homage to Beethoven, knew how to give a
breathtaking accent of eternity to the
viola.

I could, by going back in time, cite
other examples just as convincing.
Having reached a mature age, Schumann
composed his Fairy Tales and Brahms
his two Sonatas, opus 120. Haven't these
great composers here called on the viola
in order to express something more
profound, more secret perhaps, that they
wish to transmit? For certain
exceptional beings, genius can be a
substitute for the experience of age.

J. S. Bach devotes in the principal part
of his sixth and last Brandenburg
Concerto a preponderant place to the two
violas, thus concluding this set of
concertos with the expression of an
interior joy nearing contemplation.

Moreover, the profundity of Harold in
Italy had nothing of the virtuosity which
Paganini was expecting to the point
where he refused to interpret the work
which Berlioz wrote for him. As for
Beethoven's 16th quartet, the viola's
intervention prefigures, from the first
notes, the later concision and grandeur
of Webern.

Without venturing into too hazardous
conclusions, it is interesting to ask
oneself about the reasons for the
attraction felt towards the viola by such
composers at the height of their genius.

Must we infer that the premature
demise of certain composers robbed
them of the chance to discover the viola
as the instrument of their maturity?

Contrariwise, could the premature use
of the viola during the career of certain
composers explain the weakness of some
works in our repertoire such as the
Mendelssohn Sonata?

Only the precocious genius of Mozart
permitted him, in the outstanding
maturity of his youth, to leave us works
which helped determine the destiny of
the viola.

Pierre Henri Xuereb
Paris
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\~ from the Shar Violin Shop . ..

~ Especially for the Violist
Shar offers fully warranted instruments and bows.
Our varied collection includes violas and viola bows by:
Antoniazzi, Barbieri, Bearden, Burgess, Collin-Mezin, Fetique, Finkel,
Gand & Bernardel, Griinke, Martin, Mohr, Moinier, Parlhaleux,
Sirleto, Vettori, Watson, and more. Authenticity is guaranteed.

• Shar has the Nation's Only Written 60-Day No-Risk Instrument Return Policy!
Your concern over the purchase of a new instrument is understandable. That's why Shar offers
you a hassle-free way to make that purchase. Our policy guarantees satisfaction with your new
instrument or your money back. This policy applies to any violin, viola, or cello over $300.00
when returned within 60 days from the date of purchase.

~ Call Toll-Free 1-800-248-7427 from all 50 states and Canada!
We invite your inquiry. Our professional staff is at your service to help you in making a selection.

Shar Products Company. P.O. Box 1411, Ann Arbor, MI 48106· (313)665-7711

BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Outstanding Programs in Performance and Music Education

Conservatory Training in a University Setting

PROGRAMS:

Bachelor of Music
Master of Music
Doctor of Musical Arts
Artist Diploma
Opera Institute

Our viola faculty includes:

In Residence:
MUIR STRING QUARTET

The Boston University
School of Music offers:
• the finest training for the

serious string performer

• instruction with acclaimed
professionals

• location in Boston,
one of the most culturally
vibrant cities in the country

• personal attention in small
classes

Phyllis Curtin,
Dean, Schoolfor the Arts
Robert Sirota,
Director, School ofMusic

Financial assistance is
available to qualified
string applicants.

For more
inf()nnation contact:
Alan Weiss
Director of Adlnissions
Boston University
School of Music
855 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02215
617/353-4241
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*Editor's Note: However, there is a very
usable ending written by Raphael Hillyer,
which was played at the 1979 International
Viola Congress, and now contained in the
Prinlrose International Viola Archive.

Last Christmas I received a card from an
old friend, now resident in Auckland, and
with whom I had played violin in my high
school orchestra, she revealed with great
enthusiasm that she had taken up the
violin again after all those years and was
having a marvelous time. Though happy
for her, I must admit to having felt a wild
resentment that I wasn't having the same
pleasure. (I didn't really want to play the
violin again ... I had been lazy and there
were other attractions at high school age.)
Also, not having been born into a musical
family had terrible disadvantages, as I
realize now.

One morning while lying in bed listening
to the New Zealand Concert Programme
on radio at about 6:30 a.m., I heard
Pinchas Zukerman playing Telemann's
Viola Concerto and it struck me just like
that! I wanted to play the VIOLA. I had
to do it. Nothing else would do.

New Zealand being a little country of
just over three million people, you can
imagine that violas are rather thinly spread
on the ground, but I managed to acquire
one suitable for learning in Auckland. At
16-inch length it just scrapes into the
recommended size, but I am glad it wasn't
any bigger: the agonies I endured in the
first few weeks just holding it, were
unbelievable. I suffered so much that at
one stage my husband (who was suffering
too!) demanded that I give it up! Of
course, I didn't.

As my husband is retired and we are
now living in this little town of just 280
(nearest city Dunedin, one hour's drive,
pop: 75,000), I am teaching myself to play.
Of course, I could never have considered
this without the wonderful support of
Playing the Viola which I refer to

constantly not only on technical matters,
but also for the entertaining and very
wise philosophical commentary on all
things musical.

There is a very kindly teacher of
violin/viola in Dunedin who has
recommended what music to buy and I
can usually get what I want from a well
stocked shop in Christchurch (or she will
fax the order and it arrives from
overseas in less than a month). This
teacher optimistically has me attempting
Bach's Cello Suites and the Kreutzer
Etudes, but I do not share her optimism.

I got through the Tune a Day (Books I
II-III) in about three months (to the
horror of my daughter who informed me
"Mother! You are supposed to take a year
for every book!" Well, I didn't know, did
11 I was enjoying it all so much). I am
now working with Whistler and Mazas
Etudes, Sevcik ... I never imagined such
great stuff had been written.

I love it so much that even playing a
scale is joy! Just drawing the bow over
the string. . .. I never really knew what
music was before. Whether it is the
maturity of years or that I have finally
found my musical niche, I don't know.
(Read in Time Magazine, 12 November
1990, page 8, about a Japanese
gentleman who has played the viola every
weekend for twenty-seven years. What a
wonderful thing: twenty-seven years will
see me out easily!)

Next year I look forward to replacing
my "learner's" viola with a more
appropriate one.

Catherine A. Richards
North Otago, New Zealand
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Do you play violin, viola, cello, or bass? Subscribe to

STRINGS

Address

Name

follow the market, compare prices, save
money.

And tnere's more. See STRINGS for
yourself: A "first class music journal with
numerous well-illustrated articles on the
violin, viola, cello, and bass," in the
words of Choice: The Magazine for Co/
lege and Research Libraries.

Subscribe by returning the coupon.

r-------------------------
S'I R ~ )l"G S PO Box 767
San Anselmo, CA 94960

Send me a year's subscription-4
quarterly issues-to STRI:--JGS for
just $20.00. 0 Payment enclosed.
o Bill me later. SIZ

"One can't imagine a more
authoritative, better-written
magazine than this for the
stringed instrument enthusi
ast," says Library Journal.

Each issue of STRINGS takes you to a
"Master Class" -with the Guarneri
String Quartet, violinist Sigiswald Kuij
ken, the Tokyo String Quartet, cellist
Zara Nelsova, and many other world
class artists.

You get the player's point of view on
chamber music workshops ... higher
education for young string players ...
ideal places for summer study ...

Insider's advice on selecting a new
bow. Common sense instrument care.
The best insurance. Medical tips for mu
SiCians.

Plus reports of instrument and bow
auctions with complete results. You can

City Srare ZIP

Please allow 6-8 weeks for your lim copy.
~ .L _

Newmaking to Order,
Sales, Repairs, Appraisals.

Violins -Violas - Celli - Bows - Accessories

Tuesdav through Saturda.\
1:00 to 5':30 p.m

Michael and Rena Weisshaar
167 Cabrillo Street

Costa Mesa, California 92627

(714) f4-8-n87

Franz Zeyringer

Literature for Viola
New edition 1985

German - English - French

Contents: ~oreword

introductory article
"The Viola and its Literature"

14.000 works for viola:
Vio:a solo 750
Duos with viola 5000
Trios with viola 4300
Viola with orchestra 1300
Double, triple ana quadruple

concertos 600
Recorder and viola 50
Voice and viola 1200
Various combinations 200
Methods, studies and exercises 600

Index of 1000 publishers
Index of 5000 composers

Price: 470,- Austrian shillings, 70 German marks,
$ 60US

Violinmakers Publisher: Julius Schonwetter jun.
A-8230 Hartberg, Michaeligasse 26, Austria



OF INTEREST

COBBETT ASSOCIATION

Chamber music enthusiasts will be
pleased to know that this new _organization
was formed in September 1990 with their
interests at heart--especially if they
delight in exploring rarely played works of
the past that suffer from neglect.

The Cobbett Association for Chamber
Music Research was named in honor of
Walter Wilson Cobbett (1847-1937), the
renowned Englishman who devoted much
of his life to promoting the art of chamber
music. It was formed by Sarasota violinist
Robert Maas who recognized a need for
such a group, and it is believed to be the
only organization of its kind in the
country.

The purpose of the new group is to
study, evaluate and preserve rare and
neglected chamber music of special merit
and to share information and encourage
the performance of such music.

Write: The Cobbett Association, 6827
Roxbury Drive, Sarasota, FL 34231.

COLLECTIONS OF
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Wanted: Names and addresses of
collectors and institutions with collections
of musical instruments for new, revised
editions of the International Directory of
Musical Instruments Collections, (first
published 1977), and the Survey of Musical
Instrument Collections in the United States
and Canada (1974).

The International Directory is a project
of CIMCIM (Comite International des
Musees et Collections d' Instruments de
Musique), a committee of UNESCO
sponsored ICOM (the International Council
of Museums). The Survey of collections in

North America is being prepared by a
committee of the American Musical
Instrument Society.

Private collectors and institutional
collections whose names are received will
be sent an information form to fill out
and return. Private collectors concerned
about security and privacy may have
th~ir collections listed anonymously,
wIth only city, state or province,
country, and a description of the
collection. Collectors who choose this
kind of listing can have requests to visit
screened by a nearby institutional
collection.

Please send names and addresses of
collections everywhere except the United
States and Canada to the general editor
of the International directory: Barbara
Lambert, 201 Virginia Road, Concord,
Mass. 01742 USA.

Information on North American
collections is to be sent to: William E.
Hettrick, Music Department, Hofstra
University, Hempstead, N. Y. 1"1550

VIOLA ORCHESTRAL
VACANCIES

Principal
Los Angeles Philharmonic

Irving Bush, Personnel Manager
135 North Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Section
Cleveland Orchestra

David Zauder
Severance Hall
1101 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44106

San Antonio Symphony
Bernadette E. Hilario, Personnel

Manager
109 Lexinton, Suite 206
San Antonio, TX 78205
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MOES & MOES, LTD.
Box 1007

New York, NY 10025
(212) 749·3848

!¥ f

Sale and Repair of fine violins ~,', ~

violas, cellos, and bows ~~

:',·~~t

~otS &: MOfS
VIOLIN MAKERS
Restorers and Dealers

MAKERS OF PRIZE-WINNING lNSTRUMENfS

O.S. 85.00
DM 12.50
US Do. 8.00

O.S. 60.00
DM 9.00
US Do. 5.00

O.S. 65.00
DM 9.50
US Do. 5.50
O.S. 85.00
DM 12.50
US Do. 5.00

Viola seriosa
Viola populare
Rarities

Prof. Franz Zeyringer
A 8225 POllau 382,
Austria

Proi. Miroslav Miletic
Mikuliceva 22
Yu 41000 Zagreb,
Yugoslavia

Miroslav Miletic:
Monologue for
Viola and Piano
Rhapsody for Viola
and Piano

PAX is a non-profit organization. The
editors are not salaried. A publishing
opportunity is offered violists and
composers for viola works under pro
fessional conditions, with high Quality
publications, and at reasonable sales
prices. Inquires by Prof. Zeyringer.

Support our work for the viola by
purchasing PAX editions. A 33%
reduction is offered with an order
of 10 or more copies.

Viola populare:
Franz Zeyringer:
Violafox, for
Viola and Piano
(Clarinet ad lib.)
Variations on the
Erzherzog Johann
Lied (or Viola Solo

Other works in preparation.

EDITION
PAX

Viola seriosa:

Already published:

Featuring:

Editors:

Austrian-Yugoslavian publishers special
izing in Music for Viola & Rarities



Honolulu Symphony Orchestra
Abe Weinstein, Personnel Manager
1441 Kapiolani Blvd., Suite 1515
Honolulu, HI 96814

New Mexico Symphony Orchestra
Byron Herrington, Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 769
Albuquerque, NM 87103

Shreveport Symphony Orchestra
Susan W. Rogers, Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 205
Shreveport, LA 71162

ABOUT
VIOLISTS

IN MEMORIAM
Louis Kievman

(1910-1990)

When I met Louis Kievman, it was
1968 and I was fifteen years old. My viola
lessons with him were quite a challenge to
me, since I had just switched from violin
and had the misfortune of having poor
training by my previous teacher. I can look
back now and be thankful that Mr.
Kievman was very stern and strict with
me. During those one-hour lessons, he
insisted on absolute concentration and
discipline, something I had to acclimate
myself to, or it would be my misfortune!

After I became a professional violist, I
remember playing in an orchestra where
Mr. Kievman was principal. I vividly
recollect Mr. Kievman's having a great
time, joking and making up clever
limericks about his colleagues. Seeing this
side of the teacher I once feared was
wonderful. The two things I will always
cherish about Louis Kievman are the
standards he gave to me as a demanding
teacher and the humanity he revealed to
me as a person.

Mr. Kievman was renowned as a
performer, clinician and lecturer. He was
a charter member of the Musical Art and
Stuyvesant String Quartets, and also the
NBC Symphony under Arturo Toscanini
from 1937-1942. He became a student of
D. C. Dounis, whose theories he
continued to propagate in more recent
years as a teacher and author of several
widely used string methods. He wrote
numerous articles for the Strad
magazine. He gave invaluable service as
vice-president of the American Viola
Society and was an executive officer up
to his death.

On behalf of Mr. Kievman's former
students and colleagues, I extend my
deepest sympathy to his wife Elaine
Larson KievmanJ-and family.

Roland Kato
Los Angeles

WINDY CITY VIOLA NEWS

The past year has been an exciting
one as far as viola lovers are concerned.
There have been many solo appearances
and master classes around town: enough
for anyone to see that the viola is an
important part of musical life in
Chicago. The following compilation
begins in January, 1990 and goes
through February, 1991.

BASHMET IN CHICAGO

Perhaps the person we have seen the
most recently is the Russian violist Yuri
Bashmet. Mr. Bashmet has just come
into greater international prominence in
the last few years. Both as a soloist and
as conductor of the Moscow Soloists,
Bashmet brings refreshingly new and
brilliant interpretations to audiences.

Bashmet first appeared in Orchestra
Hall as soloist in Bela Bartok's Viola
Concerto with the Moscow
Philharmonic, Dmitri Kitaenko
conducting on 19 March 1990. His
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MEMBERSHIP ENROLLMENT FORM

The AVS is an association for the promotion of viola performance and research.

Our personal and financial support is appreciated. As a member, you receive the three annual issues
of JAVS, the Society's Journal, and The Viola, as it is published by the International Viola Society.
You will also receive the satisfaction of knowing that you are a member of a collegial group }vhich is
contributing to the furtherance of our instrument and its literature.

Please enroll me/my group as a member of AVS for one year. Begin my subscription to JAVS and
The Viola.

My check for one year's dues, made payable to the American Viola Society, is enclosed as indicated
below:

Renewal Membership ( ) $25
New Membership ( ) $25
Student Membership ( ) $15
International Membership ( ) $30

( ) I wish to contribute to The Primrose Memorial Scholarship Fund in the amount of

$-------

TOTAL--------

( ) I wish to make an additional tax-deductible contribution to the AVS Endowment in the amount
of $--------------

Please indicate appropriate membership category below.

( ) Individual
( ) Amateur
( ) Educational Organization
( ) Music B·usiness
( ) Library
( ) Other

Please send AVS your biographical material, photographs
(clearly labelled), brochures, concert programs, posters,
press releases, clippings and other related material on a
regular basis for our resource files and possible
publications. We serve as a clearing house for many viola
related requests.

Name------------------------------------
Address-----------------------------------
City State Zip----------------- ------------ ------

Telephone----------
( ) Check if this is a new address

(If you are a student, in which school are you enrolled?
Please list permanent address above rather than school address.)

Send to: Pamela Goldsmith, AVS Secretary
11640 Amanda Drive
Studio City, CA 91604



second appearance was his Chicago
Symphony Orchestra debut at Ravinia last
summer, where he played the Concerto for
Viola and Orchestra by Schnittke, written
for Bashmet and completed in 1985. The
first movement's main motif is based on
the first letters of his name, BASCHE.

Yuri Bashmet's most recent appearance
was in the Chicago debut of the Moscow
Soloists. The program included
Hindemith's Trauermusik, Britten's
Lachrymae, and Alfred Schnittke's String
Trio, as arranged by Bashmet. This
concert was simply amazing. The energy
and ease with which Bashmet played
thrilled everyone in the audience. Praise
also should be given the Moscow Soloists,
who played with such disciplined ensemble
that their performance seemed unreal.
Several encores followed including
Bashnlet playing what he announced in a
thick Russian accent as "Strawinski
Russian Song."

After the concert, a few Northwestern
University violists and myself went
backstage. There Bashmet autographed
our programs and promised us he would be
recording the Bartok and Walton concertos
in the near future.

MASTER CLASSES AT
NORTHWESTERN

Three master teachers have given master
classes at Northwestern University over
the past year. In March of last year,
William Preucil and David Dalton shared
their thoughts on playing and teaching
with Northwestern violists and the local
community. Dr. Dalton, on the day before
his master class, gave a wonderful tribute
to and presentation on the late William
Primrose. This included several video and

audio tapes along with a Question and
answer session. In attendance were long
time Chicago Symphony Orchestra
principal violist Milton Preves, assistant
principal violist emeritus William
Schoen, and Irving Ilmer, former violist
of the Fine Arts and Berkshire Quartets.

In the beginning of November, John
Graham of the Eastman School also came
to Northwestern to give a master class.
After this, he gave two performances
with the Chicago String Ensemble of the
Dello Joio Lyric Fantasy and
Hindemith's Trauermusik in Chicago and
Elmhurst.

Bein and Fushi has played host to
Donald McInnes twice in their shop on
Michigan Avenue. He visited last
February and again this February in
what now appears to be an annual event.

CHICAGO PRINCIPALS
TAKE SOLO BOWS

Both of Chicago's principal violists
appeared several times on the solo
platform. Charles Pikler, principal of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra since 1986,
appeared as soloist with the Civic
Orchestra of Chicago, Michael Morgan
conducting, in the Frank Beezhold
Concerto, which was dedicated to him.
Mr. Pikler also performed the Bartok
Concerto in October.

Rami Solomonow, principal of the
Lyric Opera Orchestra, appeared three
times; the first in a performance of the
Bloch Suite Hebrai"que with Concertante
di Chicago in April. In his second
appearance in May, Solomonow played
the Perle Serenade for Viola and
Woodwind and Brass Ensemble. The
woodwind and brass accompaniment was
comprised of DePaul University
students. George Perle has been Pulitzer
Prize winner in composition. Mr.
Solomonow's most recent appearance
occurred at the beginning of February
when he was featured along with
soprano Carol Chickering and pianist
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Bright Sheng in Sheng's Three Chinese
Love Songs for Soprano, Viola, and Piano.
Bright Sheng is the composer-in-residence
at the Lyric Opera of Chicago.

Two other appearances not to be missed
were Kim Kashkashian's collaboration
with cellist Gary Hoffman and the
Emerson String Quartet in a performance
of Tchaikovsky's Souvenir de Florence at
the Blackstone Theatre in January, and
Pinchas Zukerman's appearance as
conductor and soloist with the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra in Hindemith's
Trauermusik. It is always amazing to me
how he switches so
effortlessly between violin and viola, for
immediately following this, he played
Haydn's C Major Violin Concerto. Both
were immaculately in tune and beautifully
played.

Stephen Moore, student of Peter Slowik,
studies at Northwestern.

THE VIOLA TODAY
IN GREATER L.A.

In Spring of 1989, it was suggested in
this column that Heiichiro Ohyama,
assistant conductor and principal violist of
the Los Angeles Philharmonic might have
to turn in his official viola button because
he was doing so much conducting. In early
November, 1990, it was announced that he
will do just that. He is leaving the Phil' in
both capacities to pursue a conducting
career. At this writing, the principal viola
position is open, and auditions will be
held.

This did not keep Mr. Ohyama from
appearing with Young Uck Kim, violinist,
and Andre Previn conducting the L.A.
orchestra, in a regular-series set of
concerts, playing the Mozart E-flat
Concertante, in early February. This
performance was unmannered, artistic,
approached with virtuoso intimacy, on the
part of all participants ... for one listener
anyway, as satisfying a performance of

this magnificent work as ever heard.
Mr. Ohyama was named principal violist
in 1979; we wish him well in his new
endeavors, and certainly hope he does
not forsake the viola completely.

The last weekend in January this year,
the Los Angeles Philharmonic featured
Yuri Bashmet as viola soloist, with
Andrew Davis conducting. Mr. Bashmet
who is a thirty-eight-year-old Soviet
virtuoso, played both the Telemann
Concerto, and the Walton Concerto in
the 1961 version. The Walton was
spectacular, as was the performance of
the Telemann, but presenting that
modest concerto, which is little more
than a baroque sonata with string
accompaniment, in a 3,200 seat hall is
probably a mistake.

On February 8th, the Los Angeles
Chamber Orchestra, playing at
Occidental College, offered the West
Coast premier of John Harbison's Viola
Concerto (1989). The imported virtuoso
was Marcus Thompson, who was so
prominent at the Boston Viola Congress.
His playing was described in print as
being done "with heroic, breezy
nonchalance," to Quote Martin
Bernheimer. In January, the Los
Angeles Chamber Orchestra featured its
principal violist, Roland Kato, as soloist
in an Ambassador Auditorium concert in
Pasadena. It's probably not stretching
things too much to report in this "viola"
column that he played Vivaldi's D-minor
Concerto, F. II, No.4, for viola d'amore,
critically described as a "stylish showcase
for Mr. Kato."

Donald McInnes has been making his
presence felt in the Los Angeles area
more vigorously of late. There have
been at least two chamber music
appearances; one with a Henry
Temianka-inspired group playing both
Brahms' String Sextets, and another with
the Angeles Quartet in Orange County.
His biggest splash was a performance of
the Bartok Concerto with Carl St. Clair
and the Pacific Symphony, on Noverrlber



7th, 1990. The critical description of Mr.
McInnes' playing was "dazzling."

Still the most active venue for the violist
in Los Angeles and environs, other than
orchestras, is chamber music, and there is
so much, especially string quartet
programs, that there' is no question that
this is an important local cultural asset.
Also, the variety is amazing as well as
where the quartets come from. The week
of the 17th of February, no fewer than
three professional quartets, including the
Guarneri and the Fresk Quartet from
Sweden, played the Ravel Quartet in F in
separate concerts.

Some exotic aspects emerge from what is
normally a satisfying, relatively ris_k-free
tradition. The Viklarbo Chamber
Ensemble is presenting a four-concert
series featuring music by Latino, Asian,
black and women composers, at Loyola
Marymount University. The Kronos
Quartet (San Francisco based) now travels
with a sound engineer and a lighting
technician. The Turtle Island String
Quartet performs something they term
"American vernacular music." The quartet
members improvise, and have background
in classical music, jazz, bluegrass, folk,
new age, rock and pop. Change and
Decay, or Onward and Upward?

It is an unhappy obligation to note the
passing of Louis Kievman on 4 December
1990. There is doubtless a complete
obituary or tribute elsewhere in this JAVS.
Sven Reher also passed away on 31
January 1991 at the age of seventy-nine.
Mr. Reher occupied a position of
prominence in the Los Angeles
Philharmonic, and elsewhere, for a very
long time. Many of us are grateful for his
contribution to the musical life of
Southern California which lasted decades.
In a considerably lighter vein, it is
probably appropriate to note in a column
of observations about L.A. Violaland, that
two of the five current officers of the
American Viola Society live in the Los
Angeles area.

Thomas G. Hall
Chapman College

SOLO RECITAL

Samuel Rhodes, violist of the Juilliard
Quartet, performed in January an
unaccompanied viola recital in Paul Hall,
New York City. He offered the following
notes to the concert:

The idea for my unaccompanied viola
recital came as one of the results of
having been asked by the American
String Teachers' Association to compile a
series of pieces illustrating 20th century
viola techniques. Naturally, I had the
desire to present some of these works in
a context with other, more traditional
works, all of which would feature the
virtuoso viola in very distinctive ways.

Alessandro Rojla (1757-1841) was
renowned as a performer and pedagogue
on both violin and viola. He was
Paganini's teacher. His prolific output
includes many works featuring the viola:
several concerti, sonatas, at least fifty
duos with violin, and several short pieces
for viola alone. His style is beautifully
bel canto, florid and virtuoso (Esercizio e
Arpeggio and Esercizio II).

Arthur Weisberg is well known as a
bassoonist and a conductor. He was on
the faculty at Juilliard for many years in
charge of contemporary music
performance. In recent years he has
become a very active composer. The
Piece for Viola Solo was written in 1984
and this is its premiere.

Milton Babbitt is one of the most
important musicians of our era both as
composer and theorist. He is a member
of the Juilliard School. His music always
has so many wonderful things in it for
the listener to grasp that I think it would
be of tremendous value to perform his
piece twice, once before and once after
intermission. This is particularly
appropriate since the piece, which was
composed for me in 1989 is entitled Play
It Again, Sam. The first of the two
performances will be its world premiere.
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PUBLISHERS OF MUSIC FOR THE SERIOUS VIOLIST

$3.00

RACHMANINOFF
Vocalise $3.00

RIES
Perpetuum Mobile $4.50

$3.00

ENSEMBLES

BACH
Fifteen Two - Part

Inventions $6.00

WOEHR
Bachiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.00

MOZART
Duo Sonata in Bk. K.292 $4.50
Twelve Duets K.487 $4.50

PACHELBEL
Canon for Three Violas and

Piano $6.00

TELEMANN
Concerto #1 in C for Four

Violas $7.25
Concerto #2 in G for Four

Violas $7.25
Concerto #3 in F for Four

Violas $7.25

VIVALDI
Concerto for Four Violas and

Piano $9.00

SCHMIDT
AlIa Turka

VITALI
Chaconne $6.00

VON WEBER
Andante and Hungarian

Rondo $4.50

WIENIAWSKI
Legende $3.00
Scherzo - Tarrantella . . . . . . . $4.50

SHUBERT
The Bee $3.00

TARTINI
The Devil's Trill $6.00
Sonata Angelique . . . . . . . . . $6.00

TCHAIKOWSKI
Canzonetta $3.00
Melodie $3.00
Serenade Melancholique $4.50
Valse Sentimentale $3.00

Available from:
VIOLA WORLD
PUBLICATIONS
14 FENWOOD ROAD
HUNTINGTON STATION
NEW YORK 11746

$4.50

$3.00

$6.00

$3.00

$4.50
NOVACEK
Perpetual Motion

GLUCK
Melody from "Orfeo"

FAURE
Fantasy

FIOCCO
Allegro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.00

FRANCOEUR
Sonata in A Major $4.50

RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF
Flight of the Bumble Bee .... $3.00

KREISLER
Praeludium and Allegro $4.50
Sicilienne and Rigaudon $4.50
Liebesleid $4.50
Liebesfreud . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.50
Recitativo and Scherzo Caprice

(Unaccompanied) $3.00

MASSENET
Meditation from "Thais"

HANDEL
Sonata in D

HUBAY
Hejre Kati $4.50

JENKINSON
Elfentanz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.00

MATTHEWS
Fantasy $6.00

MENDELSSOHN
Sonata in E Flat $4.50

MOUSSORGSKY
Hopak $3.00

MOZART
Adagio K.261 . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.00
Menuetto Divertimento K.334 . $3.00
Rondo K.250 $4.50
Serenata Cantabile K.283 $3.00

JOPLIN
Pineapple Rag $3.00
Solace . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.00

PAGANINI
Six Sonatas Bk.I

Nos.l, 2, 3 $6.00
Six Sonatas Bk.II

Nos.4, 5, 6 $6.00
Variations on the G String $4.50

PUGNANI
Gavotta Variata $4.50

REPERTOIRE

ARNOLD
Basic Bach For The

Young Violist $6.60
Mozart Miniatures $6.60
The Young Violist Bk. I $6.60
The Young Violist Bk. II $6.60

BACH
Chromatic Fantasy and

Fugue $4.50

BEETHOVEN
Fur Elise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.00

BOCCHERINI
Music Box Menuet

Studies

DANCLA
Carnival of Venice $4.50

ARNOLD
Cadenzas for Telemann

Viola Concerto $1.40

BOHM
Sarabande $3.00

BOROWSKI
Adoration $3.00

BRAHMS
Scherzo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.50

CHOPIN
Nocturne for Viola $3.00

ARNOLD
Three Octave Scales

and Arpeggios $4.50

BLUMENSTENGAL
Viola Scale Technique

Vol.I-lst Pos. . $4.50
Viola Scale Technique

Vol.II-lst to 5th Pos. . .... $4.50

SEVCIK
Preparatory Studies in Double

Stopping Op. 9 . . . . . . . . . $7.95

TARTINI
The Art of Bowing $6.00

CORELLI
Sarabanda, Giga and

Bandinerie $4.50
Sonata#12-Follia con

Variazioni $4.50

DEBERIOT
Scene de Ballet . . . . . . . . . . . $6.00

DEBUSSY
Girl with the Flaxen Hair . . . . $3.00
La Plus Que Lente $4.50

DVORAK
Romance Op. 11 . . . . . . . . . . $4.50
Sonatina Op. 100 $6.00



The Fantasia Cromatica by J. S. Bach
has been very skillfully adapted by the
Hungarian composer Zoltan Kodaly at the
request of William Primrose. This adds
another work by Bach to our repertoire in
a transcription made with the special
qualities of the viola in terms of range,
technique, and timbre.

Paul Hindemith's Sonata No. IV is the
second of the two unpublished
unaccompanied sonatas for viola. It was
composed in 1937 during a tour he made
of the U.S.A. and features the harmonic
language and overflowing vitality of his
mature style. Its centerpiece is a scherzo
which uses various kinds of guitar-like
pizzicatos.

Rosemary Glyde, in two evenings during
March, performed in Weill Recital Hall at
Carnegie Hall the complete unaccompanied
Cello Suites and Gamba Sonatas of J. S.
Bach. Diana Kacso was pianist.

Patricia McCarty, assistant principal
violist of the Boston Symphony, performed
in February the world premiere of a work
for viola and chamber orchestra by jazz
pianist Keith Jarrett with the Fairfield
Orchestra conducted by Thomas Crawford
at the Norwalk (CT) Concert Hall. The
work, entitled Bridge of Light, features
intertwining musical ideas from both
Western and Middle Eastern cultures, and
was commissioned by Ms. McCarty. In the
1991-92 season she will perform the work
with conductor Dennis Russell Davies and
the Brooklyn Philharmonic and the
Orchester der Beethovenhalle in Bonn.

The Glazer Duo (Robert Glazer, violist
and Gilda Glazer, pianist) appeared with
members of the Guarneri and Juilliard
quartets in a chamber music concert at
Miller Theatre, Columbia University in
December. The Glazer Duo, Joel Smirnoff,
violinist, and David Soyer, cellist,
performed works by Hindemith, Kodaly,

and Schumann. The concert was
presented by the New Friends of
Chamber Music.

Nathan Gordon, violist, and Marjorie
Gordon, Soprano, have recently returned
from Hawaii. Nathan Gordon conducted
the Maui Symphony and played the
Handel Concerto in B Minor on the same
program. Marjorie Gordon sang three
operatic arias: "Un bel di" (Madama
Butterfly), "Adele's Laughing Song" (Die
Fledermaus), and as an encore,
"Summertime" (Porgy and Bess). Mr.
Gordon also gave a workshop on
orchestral techniques. Nathan Gordon,
former Music Director of the Dearborn
Orchestra and former solo violist with
the Detroit Symphony, is now appearing
with the Florida -Symph.onic Pops.

Robert Bridges presented a recital of his
own arrangements for viola in Houston
during November. The program featured
first performances of the Telemann Suite
for Viola Solo, Debussy Deuxien:ze
Rhapsody for viola and piano, and the
Prokofiev Cinderella Suite for viola and
harp. These works were published last
year by RBP Music Publishers as a part
of a collection of Mr. Bridges'
arrangements for viola.

Brigham Young University Viola
Ensemble, David Dalton director, gave a
Primrose Memorial Concert in March.
Works performed were Quartet by Guido
Papini, Suite for Three Violas by Walter
Kaufmann, June Sunrise--Blue Sky by
Kenneth Harding for twelve violas,
Gordon Jacob's Suite for Eight Violas,
Bratschengruss by Gerhard Zeumer, and
an arrangement of Veronica, Spring is
Here!

From the Observer, Harlow, England, 22
November 1990, the following article is
quoted:
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Doctor Watson Forbes, the distinguished

viola player, described the recent three
day Viola Festival held at St. John's Arts
and Recreation Center, Harlow, as Quite
magnificent.

He felt the standard of playing was
staggering throughout the whole festival,
said a spokesman.

Other special guests included Harry
Danks, former principal viola with the
BBC Symphony Orchestra and Mrs. Lillian
Tertis, widow of the great viola player,
Lionel Tertis.

The festival, given by students of John
White, professor of viola at the Royal
Academy of Music, was in aid of the
Lionel Tertis International Viola
Competition.

It raised a thousand pounds for the
competition, to be held at Port Erin, Isle of
Man, during the last week of August,
1991.

The opening recital by Martin Outram
(viola) and Michael Freyhan (piano)
attracted a large audience and included
beautiful performances of the Romance
op. 2 by B. J. Dale, Britten's Elegy and
Gordon Jacobs' Viola Sonata, in the
presence of the composer's widow.

A highly professional account of
Mozart's Duo K.423 played from memory
by the Norwegian violinist, Marianne
Thorsen and Hertfordshire viola player
Sarah-Jane Bradley, opened the program,
Mozart and His Contemporaries.

It also included an outstanding
performance of Hofmeister's Duo in F
given by Lorna McGhee (flute) and Esther
Geldard (viola) and a stylish performance
of a little known Cassatio by Wranitzky for
five violas led by Sarah Heartfield.

The festival's second afternoon started
with a tribute to Watson Forbes, who
introduced the program, given by eleven
viola players.

They played works written for, edited,
arranged or transcribed by Dr. Forbes,
ending with a thrilling performance of
Handel's Arrival of the Queen of Sheba
arranged for two violas and piano-
Michael Freyhan (piano) accompanied all
the performances in this program with
fine artistry and sensitivity.

This was followed by a program of
music for solo viola by Reger,
Vieuxtemps and Hindemith, played with
fine technical assurance by William
Hawkes and the American violist, Peter
Sulski.

The day ended with a memorable
recital by the highly talented young
Yorkshire viola player, Esther Geldard,
with the pianist, Alison Procter.

They gave first class performances of
works by Hummel and Weber, Rebecca
Clarke and other 20th century British
composers and gave a moving
performance of Massenet's Meditation as
an encore.

Esther will play this work on TV in
Harry Secombe's Highway Christmas
show to be shown on 30 December.

The final morning's baroque program
included two outstanding performances.
The first was Telemann's Trio Sonata
played by Mark Radcliffe (oboe) Jane
Rogers (viola) Helen Edgar (cello) and
Helen Rogers (harpsichord).

HIGHLIGHT

What followed was, for many people,
the highlight of the weekend: a beautiful
performance played with outstanding
technique and fine musicianship of
Bach's great Chaconne by the
Cambridge-born viola player, William
Hawkes.

Nikos Zarb, Essex Young Musician of
the Year 1990, with Andrew Rapps
(piano) gave a most imaginative, finely
executed recital, the center piece being
the sonata by Arthur Bliss.
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Library of the Royal College of Music in
London.

This reconstruction is the second of
Mr. Hindmarsh's fine Frank Bridge
viola efforts of this type to be reviewed
here. The edition is beautifully printed,
and completely presented as a score, plus
separate viola parts; but neither viola
part could be used "as is" for
performance because of page-turn
problems. There is no instrumental
editing.

The writing is in the Edwardian
English-harmonist style, made more
famous by Delius, Bax, Elgar, etc., ...
not as chromatic as the Bridge style
becomes just a few years later. As might
be expected, viola writ~ng doesn't get
much better than this. It is beautifully
idiomatic. Everything lies well, exploits
the right ranges and timbres; the double
stops sound good. It really is a fine viola
piece. The compositional craftsmanship
exhibits Bridge's four years of study
with Sir Charles Stanford at the Royal
College of Music. The form is .
essentially episodic, with a reflection of
opening material near the end for
continuity, but with a literal repeat
which is not an important part of formal
organization. The main ingredient is
motivic development with a lot of
reliance on finely-crafted counterpoint.

WORKS
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The grand finale, a tribute to Harry
Danks, featured works for two to eight
violas. Mr. Danks joined Sarah Heartfield,
Jane Rogers and Mark Coates-Smith in
Kenneth Harding's Divertimento and
Martin Outram led a thrilling performance
of Gordon Jacob's Suite for Eight Violas.

They were joined by the fine young
mezzo-soprano, Emma Garlick, in songs
by Rubba and Brahms and by the Hellier
String Quartet for a colorful performance
of Turina's rarely-heard Scene Andalouse.

The works reyiewed here are four of the
continuing influx of new compositions and
editions into the Primrose International
Viola Archiye.

NEW

Frank Bridge (1879-1941) was active as
violist, conductor, and composer in early
twentieth-century London, and this duet is
the product of his prominence and the
promotional energy of Lionel Tertis.
Tertis writes in My Viola and I (Boston,
1974, p. 33), "From the beginning of my
campaign to create a library of solo viola
music, I begged for viola compositions
from the younger English composers; and
great is my debt to them." According to the
informative Introduction to this finely
presented edition, the Lament is one of
two never-published pieces Bridge wrote
to be performed by Tertis and himself at a
concert in London, in 1912. The "near
completed draft" is in the Reference

A problem general audiences often
have with this English national style of
the beginning of the century, is a kind
of melodic-gift poverty. This is not to
say that melodies aren't well constructed,
but often they are not memorable.
Perhaps this is by design ... part of the
style, after all.

The Lament carries the weight in time
and spirit of a normal sonata slow
movement. The position it would
occupy on a concert program is not
obvious. It would be fine funeral music,
or perhaps something for an early
morning recital at an International Viola





Congress. It's a beautiful piece, sounds
wonderful as a viola vehicle, and deserves
performance.

The Neue Mozart Ausgabe score of the
E- flat Sinfonia Concertante appeared in
1975, and it has been useful to performers
for comparison with other editions, and
for conductors, but a performance edition
based on Christoph-Hellmut Mahling's
scholarship was not available until
Barenreiter brought out this Urtext in
1990. It subscribes to the standards we
have come to expect from Barenreiter
editions: beautifully and thoughtfully
presented, as accurate as humanly possible,
free from editorial opinion or distortions,
presenting what is the most educated guess
of the composer's intentions.

This edition comes as a piano-reduction
score, a violin-solo part, and two viola
solo parts: one scordatura part in the
original D-major notation, and one for
normal turning, in E-flat. Mozart wrote
the viola-part for strings tuned up a half
step from normal, to give the instrument
greater power of projection ... to compete
on a more equal level with the more
brilliant violin. Playing from the D-major
part is a strange experience, and shows
that Mozart clearly had this scordatura
feature in mind when he wrote the piece,
as all manner of figures, arpeggios,
ornaments, that are somewhat awkward in
the normal tuning, become idiomatic and
smooth in scordatura tuning. One need not
go further than the opening of the solo
parts for an example. In normal tuning the
octave interval fingered 1-4 makes for a
rather long fourth-finger, expressive, two
measure plus, E-flat opening note of a
concerto. This is often played as a first-

position octave-reach 1-3. In the
scordatura version, the octave interval
becomes open-3, presenting no technical
annoyances at all.

From a practical standpoint, the viola
part written in D-major probably will
not be all that useful. Our normal A-440
pitch level might well be at least a half
step above the pitch level of Mozart's
time, and so to increase the string
tension by another half-step, especially
with modern strings, is probably more
than desirable. At least one 18th century
instrument protested a lot when this was
done. On a modern instrument, using all
gut-core strings, the result was more
successful, but not desirable.

One fine aspect of this edition is the
piano-reduction. Uncluttered, logical,
the phrasing and voice-leading are
crystal-clear. Even page-turns have
been placed, for the most part, where at
least one hand is free. Page-turns for
the solo parts have been solved
completely. Also, at points where it is
desirable to know exactly what the other
soloist is doing, such as in the cadenzas,
both voices are shown in the soloists'
music.

Of course this edition would have to
be prepared for performance with
bowings and fingerings, as none are
provided. But at least Mozart's
intentions are presented with clarity, and
the performers are free to make well
informed decisions. Probably most of us
will think of this edition as an
indispensable big help.
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The practice of taking the twelve or so
best highlights from popular opera (or
whatever), and setting them for
instrumental forces accessible to a single
performer or a small group, has probably
been killed by recordings. But these
"memorable moments" paraphrases were
the order of the day in both the 18th and
19th centuries. They were a major source
of income for publishers and composers.
These 24 Duets are a fine example of the
genre.

The duets are arrangements of famous
numbers from Magic Flute and Don
Giovanni for violin and viola, with neither
instrument taking a subservient role to the
other. They are short condensations of the
original music, and are identified by the
name of the number in the opera. The
order in which they are presented seems to
be dictated by aesthetic considerations of
contrast and interest as a set of duets,
rather than by where they appear in the
opera. For instance, "Ein Madchen oder
Weibchen," which is the last aria in The
Magic Flute, begins the set of duets.
These are not dramatic miniaturizations of
an opera.

The Magic Flute duets are light and
charming, and not surprisingly, those from
Don Giovanni are somewhat longer
individual pieces with a more somber
personality. But overall the duets, by their
derivative nature, court the lighter muse.

Technically, these do not make virtuoso
demands. They are presented cleanly as 0

far as dynamics and phrasing are
concerned, like an urtext. There is no
instrumental editing. There is no written

explanation of where these came from,
or who did the arranging. There is an
undated facsimile of a title page and a
page from the violin part, which shows it
was published by Henning, in
Amsterdam, but that is all. The
engraving looks to be 19th century.

These are fun, welcome duets, useful
in many ways. The music is some of the
most glorious found in Western culture,
and for it to be made so attractively
available to the violist is a real pleasure.
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The Microjazz series shows twenty
four entries for various instruments,
including piano solo, piano duet,
recorder and piano, oboe and piano, (low
and behold), viola and piano. Described
as "Collections of easy, graded pieces in
various modern styles--blues, rock, jazz,
rock'n'roll, and so on," this alone with
another entry, Microjazz for Starters:
Viola must be the only primers for the
budding jazz violist in existence.

There are thirteen attractive little
pieces, reminiscent of the Bartok 44
Duets for violins, only simplified and
with a jazzy orientation. Definitely for
children, they have titles like "Our West,"
"Mean Streets," and "A Calming
Influence." The piano accompaniments
are simple too, so these would be entirely
appropriate for fun between young
friends.

In a composer's note, Mr. Norton says
the solo parts are "about grades 2-5 in
terms of technical difficulty." Grading
scales often mean different things to
different people, but in this case it seems
that "grade 2" might be a little optimistic.
The rhythms aren't terribly complex, but



they would require a young player's
attention, so they couldn't be too
concerned about where their fingers were
going. First, second, and third positions
are called for, and there are some bow
distribution problems also. For the most
part the editing is clear with a mistake in
bow direction here and there.

For rhythm and ensemble study, from a
lighter standpoint, this is an attractive
group ... not stodgy, but good study
material for young players. The $11.78
price tag is justified.

Thomas G. Hall
Chapman College

RECORDINGS

YIZHAK SCHOTTEN

CRYSTAL RECORDS
CD 635 Marais Five Old French Dances

for Viola and Harpsichord
Schubert "Arpeggione" Sonata

for Viola and Piano
Britten Lachrymae, Ope 48

for Viola and String Orchestra
Shulman Theme and Variations
for Viola and String Orchestra

(world premiere recording)
Assisted by: Edward Parmentier,

Harpsichord
Catherine Collier, Piano

Great Lakes Chamber Orchestra
Conducted by Richard Rosenberg

Crystal Records
2235 Willida Lane

Sedro Woolley, WA 98284
206.856.4779

WILLIAM PRIMROSE

Arnold Bax Sonata
for Viola and Piano
with Harriet Cohen

Recorded 1937
Ernest Bloch Suite

for Viola and Piano (1919)
with Fritz Kitzinger

Recorded 1939
Niccolo Paganini Caprices

Nos. 5, 13, & 17
Recorded 1934
La Campanella

with Harry Isaacs
Recorded 1937

Pearl GEMM CD 9453

RIV~A GOLANI

"Music for Viola
and Orchestra"

Michael Colgrass: Chaconne
(1984)

Ernest Bloch Suite Hebrafque
Paul Hindemith Trauermusik
Benjamin Britten Lachrymae

Toronto Symphony
Andrew Davis conductor
Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation CD 205087

ZASLAV DUO

Bernard Zaslav, viola
Naomi Zaslav, piano

"Three Romantic Viola
Sonatas"

Johannes Brahms Sonata No. 1
in F Minor for Viola

and Piano, Ope 120 no. 1
Johannes Brahms Sonata No.2

in Eb Major for Viola
and Piano, Ope 120 No.2

Cesar Franck Sonata
in A Major

CD 626, Music and Arts
Programs of America, Inc.

P.O. Box 771, Berkeley
CA 94601, 415.524.4583
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Francis Kuttner
Violinmaker

Award winning
violins, violas and
cellos made in the

classical Cremonese
tradition.

63 Douglass Street
San Francisco, California

94114

(4,15) 861-5535
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BARBARA WESTPHAL

Johannes Brahms Sonatas
Op. 120, NO.1 and NO.2

& Scherzo in C Minor
With Ursula Oppens, piano
BCD 9021, Bridge Records

GPO Box 1864
New York, NY 10116

516.487.1662

COMPETITIONS

Tertis

The 1991 Lionel Tertis International
Viola Competition and Workshhop will
take place in port Erin, Isle of Man,
British Isles from August 24 to Saturday,
August 31, 1991. The competition is open
to viola players of all nationalities. The
competitors may not be more than 30 years
of age as of 24 August 1991. Awards of
5,000 pounds will be available to the Jury
(chairman: Sir Davi Lumsden). The
workshop is open to players of all abilities
and non-playing observers and all are
invited to attend. Included are
masterclasses, recitals, concerts, ensemble
classes, lectures, private tuitiion, repair
clinic, informal recitals and sightseeing.
For details write to Mananan Festival
Office (Tertis 1991), Port Erin, Isle of
Man, British Isles.

Iniog M. Klein

For string players ages 15 to 23, 15-16
June 1991 in San Francisco and sponsored
by The California Music Center and San
Francisco State University. First Prize:
$6,000,and other prizes amounting to
$2,000. Entries must be postmarked by 15
February 1991. Contact:

IMK Competition
California Music Center
2325 Arabian Court
Morgan, CA 95037
(415) 338-1432
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